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SUMMARY:  45 
We present a step-wise protocol for realizing gas-entrapping membranes (GEMs) from SiO2/Si 46 
wafers using integrated circuit microfabrication technologies. When silica-GEMs are immersed 47 
in water, they prevent water from intruding them despite the water-loving composition of 48 
silica. This proof-of-concept demonstration for the GEM architecture could inspire 49 
perfluorocarbon-free, greener desalination membranes. 50 
 51 
ABSTRACT:  52 
Desalination through direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) process exploits water-53 
repellent membranes to robustly separate counterflowing streams of hot and salty seawater 54 
from cold and pure water, thus, allowing only the pure water vapor to transport across. To 55 
achieve this feat, commercial DCMD membranes are derived from or coated with 56 
perfluorocarbons such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF). 57 
However, perfluorocarbons are limiting due to their high cost, non-biodegradability, and 58 
vulnerability to harsh operational conditions. Here, we unveil a new class of membranes - gas-59 
entrapping membranes (GEMs) - that can robustly entrap air on immersion in water due to 60 
their surface architecture rather than surface chemistry. This work demonstrates the proof-of-61 
concept for GEMs using intrinsically wetting silicon wafers with a thermally grown oxide layer 62 
(SiO2) as the model system; the contact angle of water on SiO2 is 𝜃" ≈ 40°.  GEMs comprise 63 
arrays of pores whose diameters increase abruptly, i.e., with a 90° turn, at the inlets and outlets 64 
(also known as “reentrant” edges). Protocols for the microfabrication of silica-GEMs that entails 65 
designing, photolithography, chrome sputtering, isotropic and anisotropic etching, among other 66 
steps are presented below. The efficacy of GEMs is underscored by the fact that silica 67 
membranes with simple cylindrical pores spontaneously imbibed water (in < 1 s), whereas the 68 
air entrapped in silica-GEMs underwater was intact even after six weeks (>106 s). While the 69 
choice of SiO2/Si wafers for GEMs was limited to demonstrating the proof-of-concept, we hope 70 
that the design concepts presented here might advance the rational design of scalable GEMs 71 
using inexpensive wetting materials for desalination and beyond. 72 
 73 
INTRODUCTION:  74 
As the stress on water-food-energy-environment increases, greener technologies and materials 75 
for desalination, for instance, harnessing renewable energy and common inexpensive materials 76 
will be needed1, 2. In this context, the direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) process can 77 
utilize solar-thermal energy or waste industrial heat for water desalination3, 4. DCMD exploits 78 
water-repellent membranes to separate counterflowing streams of hot seawater and cold 79 
deionized water, therefore, allowing only the pure water vapor to transport across from the hot 80 
side to the cold side5-9. Commercial DCMD membranes almost exclusively exploit 81 
perfluorocarbons because of their water repellency, characterized, for instance, by the intrinsic 82 
contact angle of water on perfluorocarbons, 𝜃" ≈ 110°10. But perfluorocarbons are expensive, 83 
and get damaged at elevated temperatures11, and by harsh chemical cleaning and abrasion12, 13; 84 
their non-biodegradability also raises environmental concerns14. Thus, new materials for DCMD 85 
have been explored including, polypropylene15, carbon nanotubes16, and organosilica17, along 86 
with variations on the process, such as interfacial heating18 and photovoltaic-MD19. 87 
Nevertheless, all the materials investigated for DCMD so far have been intrinsically water-88 
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repellent, i.e., characterized by 𝜃" ≥ 90° for water. Here, a protocol is described for exploiting 89 
water-loving (or hydrophilic) materials towards achieving the function of water-repellent DCMD 90 
membranes, i.e., separating water on the either side by entrapping air robustly inside the 91 
membrane pores. Towards the proof-of-concept demonstration, double side polished silicon 92 
wafers with 2 µm-thick silica layers on both sides (SiO2(2 µm)/Si(300 µm)/SiO2(2 µm)) were 93 
used. Microfabrication processes were applied to achieve gas entrapping membranes (GEMs), 94 
which exploit a specific architecture to prevent liquids from intruding inside the pores 95 
regardless of the surface chemistry.  96 

The inspiration for the GEMs-architecture came from springtails (Collembola), soil-97 
dwelling hexapods whose cuticles contain mushroom-shaped patterns20, 21, and sea-skaters 98 
(Halobates Germanus), insects living in the open ocean that have mushroom-shaped hair on 99 
their legs22, 23. The surface architecture along with the naturally-secreted waxes affords these 100 
insects super water repellence, characterized by apparent contact angles for water, 101 
𝜃* ≥ 150°.24 As a result, when these insects come in contact with water, air gets trapped inside 102 
the hairs on their legs, which reduces hydrodynamic drag22,25. If submerged in water, these 103 
insects instantaneously trap a layer of air (also known as plastron) in their microtexture 104 
surrounding their body, which facilitates respiration and buoyancy20, 23. Inspired by springtails, 105 
Kim & co-workers showed that silica surfaces with arrays of mushroom-shaped pillars can repel 106 
droplets of liquids with low surface tensions26. This was a remarkable discovery -  albeit, it was 107 
found that the liquid-repellence of those surfaces could be lost catastrophically through 108 
localized defects or boundaries27, 28. To remedy this problem, researchers microfabricated silica 109 
surfaces with cavities whose diameters at the inlets were made abruptly smaller, i.e., with a 90° 110 
turn, than the rest of the cavity27. These features are also known as “reentrant” edges, and 111 
those cavities are hereafter referred to as “reentrant cavities”. Silica surfaces with reentrant 112 
cavities exhibited robust repellency to liquids due to the robust entrapment of air inside them 113 
when brought in contact with drops or submersion in liquids27. The performance of cavities of 114 
different shapes (circular, square, and hexagonal), profiles (reentrant and doubly reentrant), 115 
and the sharpness of corners towards the stability of entrapped air in them over time were 116 
compared29. It was found that the circular reentrant cavities were the most optimal in terms of 117 
their robustness for the entrapment of air underwater and the complexity associated with 118 
manufacturing them. Also, it was demonstrated that hydrophilic surfaces with reentrant 119 
cavities could function as hydrophobic by entrapping air on immersion in water and that this 120 
feature might not be captured simply by measuring receding contact angles28. Based on this 121 
body of work27-30 and previous experience with DCMD31, we decided to create membranes that 122 
had pores with reentrant inlets and outlets. It was envisioned that such a membrane would 123 
entrap air on immersion in wetting liquids – the idea of GEMs was born. 124 

Consider a membrane made from a hydrophilic material comprising simple cylindrical 125 
pores: when immersed in water, this membrane will imbibe water spontaneously (Figure 1A-B), 126 
in accordance with the Wenzel’s model32. On the other hand, if the inlets and outlets of the 127 
pores have reentrant profiles, e.g., ‘T’ shaped, they could prevent the wetting liquid from 128 
penetrating the pore and entrap air in the pore, leading to Cassie-states33 (Figure 1C-D). Once 129 
the air is trapped inside the pore, it will further prevent liquid intrusion due to its 130 
compressibility and low solubility in water over time34,35. Such a system will slowly transition 131 
from Cassie states to the Wenzel state, and the kinetics of this process can be tuned by the 132 
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shape, size, and profile of the cavity, vapor pressure of the liquid, and the solubility of the 133 
trapped air in the liquid29,34,36.  Researchers were able to realize GEMs using silicon wafers and 134 
polymethylmethacrylate sheets as the test substrates, and they also demonstrated proof-of-135 
concept applications for DCMD in a cross-flow configuration37. Herein, the detailed 136 
microfabrication protocol for silica-GEMs, starting with double side polished silicon wafers that 137 
were 300 µm thick, is presented. Also, the performance of the silica-GEMs at entrapping air 138 
underwater using a custom-built pressure cell and confocal microscopy is unveiled. [Place 139 
Figure 1 here].  140 
 141 
PROTOCOL:  142 
This section describes the microfabrication protocol for carving arrays of pores reentrant inlets 143 
and outlets using double side polished silicon wafers that were 300 µm thick (p-doped, <100> 144 
orientation, 4 inch diameter, 2 µm-thick thermally grown oxide layers on both sides, and 145 
procured from Silicon Valley Microelectronics), which is referred to hereafter as SiO2(2 146 
µm)/Si(300 µm)/SiO2(2 µm) (Figure 2). [Place Figure 2 here] 147 
 148 
1. Design 149 

1.1. Feature designSixteen arrays, each comprising 625 circles with diameter, D = 100 μm and 150 
pitch, L = 400 μm, along with alignment marks were designed to be translated onto four 151 
inch SiO2(2 µm)/Si(300 µm)/SiO2(2 µm) wafers using the Tanner EDA L-Edit software38 152 
(Figure 3). [Place Figure 3 here] 153 

1.2. Mask writingA five-inch soda lime glass (CaxHyNazOn) mask with a 50 nm coating of 154 
chromium and a thin film of photoresist (AZ 1518 – a positive photoresist) was procured 155 
from Nanofilm Inc., USA.The features were transferred onto to the photoresist through 156 
UV exposure in a Heidelberg Instruments direct-writing system µPG501 (exposure time 157 
25 ms, defocus +10).Mask developmentThe AZ 1518 photoresist was developed by 158 
immersing the mask in a 200 ml of the AZ 726 MIF developer for 60 sec to expose the 159 
chrome underneath.The mask was washed with deionized (DI) water. The exposed 160 
chromium was removed  by immersing the mask in 200 ml bath of chrome etchant for 161 
90 sec. The mask was washed with DI water.UV flood exposure (i.e. without mask) for 162 
15s.AZ1518 photoresist was completely removed from the mask by immersing in a 200 163 
ml bath of AZ 726 MIF developer. The mask was immersed in the developer until the 164 
photoresist completely disappeared, which took 60-120 s.The mask surface was cleaned 165 
with DI water and dried using nitrogen (N2) gun.Wafer cleaning 166 

2.1. Immerse the silicon wafer in a freshly prepared piranha solution, H2SO4 : H2O2 = 3:1 (by 167 
volume) maintained at T = 388 K for 10 min. 168 
Note: Wear appropriate personalized protection equipment (PPE) while working with 169 
piranha solution on the wet bench. 170 

2.2. Rinse the wafer with de-ionized water, two cycles in a wet bench, and dry it under a N2 171 
environment in spin drier. 172 

3. HMDS deposition 173 
Expose the wafer to the vapor of hexamethyldisilane (HMDS) to improve the adhesion of 174 
the photoresist with the silica surface (Details in table 1). [Place Table 1 here] 175 

4. Lithography 176 
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4.1. Spin coat 177 
Transfer the wafer onto a vacuum-chuck of a spin coater for spin coating the 178 
photoresist. Use AZ 5214 photoresist, as a negative tone, to achieve a 1.6 µm-thick 179 
uniform film of the photoresist.  (table 2 lists the spin coating parameters). [Place Table 180 
2 here] 181 
Note: AZ 5214 can be used as a positive or negative tone photoresist based on the heat 182 
treatment, i.e. pre-baking and post-baking. If prebaked at 110 °C for 2 min, the 183 
photoresist behaves as a positive tone, i.e. exposed areas get dissolved during 184 
development. For the negative tone, the photoresist is prebaked at 105 ° C for 2 min 185 
followed by UV exposure and post-baking at 120 °C for 2 min. 186 

4.2. Pre-baking 187 
Bake the photoresist-coated wafer at 105 °C on a hotplate for 2 min. This step dries the 188 
photoresist film and hardens it, which otherwise stick to the glass mask and cause 189 
contamination issues during UV exposure, and also improves the adhesion of the 190 
photoresist to the silica surface. 191 
Note: The pre-bake temperature should not be too high, as it might cause the partial 192 
destruction of the light-sensitive components of the photoresist, thereby reducing its 193 
sensitivity. 194 

4.3. Contact alignment and UV exposure 195 
Expose the wafer under UV-exposure (80 mJ/cm2) for 15 sec, through the chrome mask 196 
using a mask alignment system (EVG 6200) to get desired the design on the photoresist. 197 

4.4. Post-baking 198 
The realized wafer is to be baked at 120 °C on a hotplate for 2 min. During this step, the 199 
exposed negative-photoresist film cross-links further. As a result, the UV exposed parts 200 
of the photoresist are no longer soluble in the developer solution, while the unexposed 201 
areas are soluble. 202 

4.5. UV flood exposure 203 
Further expose the wafer under UV light at the dosage of 200 mJ/ cm2 for 15 sec in an 204 
UV cure system (PRX-2000-20). 205 
Note: During this step, the photoresist areas that were not exposed earlier (Step 4.3) 206 
are exposed and can later be dissolved in the developer, leaving behind the desired 207 
structures on the wafer. This step is tolerant of overexposure because the desired 208 
features, in the negative tone, are no longer photosensitive after the post-baking step. 209 

4.6. Resist development 210 
Immerse the wafer in a 50 ml bath of the AZ-726 photoresist-developer (in glassware) 211 
for 60 sec to get the desired pattern of photoresist on the silicon wafer.  212 

4.7. Wafer cleaning 213 
Subsequently clean the wafer using DI water and further dry it by blowing N2. 214 
 215 

5. Sputter  216 
Sputter chromium on the wafer for 200 s to obtain a 50-nm-thick chromium layer. The 217 
deposition is done using a magnetron-type DC reactive sputter with a standard 2-inch round 218 
target source in an argon environment having a discharge voltage of 400 V and current of 1 219 
A at 5 mTorr pressure. 220 
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Note: The chrome layer protects silica from dry etching under octafluorocyclobutane, (C4F8). 221 
 222 

6. Photoresist lift-off 223 
Sonicate the sputtered wafer in an acetone bath for 5 min to lift off the remaining 224 
photoresist (and the chromium deposited on the photoresist) from the wafer, leaving 225 
behind the desired features with a chromium hard mask. 226 
 227 

7. Processing of the other side of the wafer 228 
After rinsing the backside of the wafer with a copious amount of acetone and ethanol, 229 
blow-dry with an N2 gun and then repeat steps 4.1 and 4.2. 230 

8. Manual back alignment 231 
Align the desired features on the backside with the front side of the wafer with the help of 232 
the alignment marks in the design and using the “Manual back alignment with crosshair” 233 
module in the contact aligner (EVG 6200).  234 
Note: Manual back alignment is a crucial step in this microfabrication protocol. Thus, the 235 
designed alignment features on the photomask must be used effectively to avoid offset in 236 
pore alignment. 237 
 238 

9. Lithography on the backside of the wafer  239 
For the backside of the wafer, repeat steps 4.3 – 4.7, 5 and 6 to generate the required 240 
design with chromium on both sides of the wafer. Note that the part of surface covered 241 
with chromium doesn’t undergo etching thus spots where chromium is absent on the wafer 242 
define the inlets and outlets of the pore. 243 
 244 

10. Etching 245 
10.1. Silica etching 246 

Undergo etching of the exposed SiO2 layer on both sides of the wafer by an inductively 247 
coupled plasma (ICP) reactive ion etcher (RIE) that employs fluorine (C4F8) and oxygen 248 
(O2) chemistries.  The process duration is 16 min (ICP-RIE parameters listed in table 3) 249 
for each side. 250 

10.2. Anisotropic silicon etching 251 
Process the wafer with 5 cycles of anisotropic etching using the Bosch process to 252 
create a notch in the silicon layer. This process is characterized by a flat sidewall 253 
profile using alternating depositions of C4F8 and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) gases. By 254 
alternating anisotropic etching and polymer deposition, the Silicon etches straight 255 
down (etching parameters listed in table 3). 256 

10.3. Isotropic silicon etching 257 
To create the undercut, which yields the reentrant profile, undergo isotropic etch 258 
using an SF6 based recipe for a duration of 165 seconds (etching parameters listed in 259 
table 3). 260 
Note: This step is performed on each side of the wafer.  261 

10.4. Anisotropic silicon etching 262 
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10.4.1. Transfer the wafer to deep-ICP-RIE (Oxford Instruments) to etch 150 µm of 263 
silicon using 200 cycles of deep etching using the Bosch process (etching 264 
parameters are listed in table 3). 265 

10.4.2. Repeat the step 10.4.1 on the backside of the wafer. 266 
10.4.3. Undergo piranha cleaning of the wafer in the wet bench for 10 mins, to remove 267 

the polymeric contaminants deposited from the etching process, which ensures 268 
uniform etching rates. 269 

10.4.4. Repeat steps 10.4.1-10.4.3 to realize through pores (can be visualized through 270 
naked eyes under a light source) in the wafer having re-entrant inlets and 271 
outlets. [Place Table 3 here] 272 

  273 
 274 

11. Final Cleaning 275 
11.1. After the microfabrication process, clean the wafer with a 100 ml freshly prepared 276 

piranha solution (H2SO4 : H2O2 = 3:1 by volume at T = 388 K) in a glass container for 10 277 
min and further blow dry with a 99% pure N2 pressure gun. 278 

11.2. Place the samples in a glass petri dish inside a clean vacuum oven at T = 323 K, until 279 
the intrinsic contact angle of water on smooth SiO2 is stabilized at, θ0 ≈ 40° (after 48 280 
h). 281 

11.3. Store the obtained dry samples, Silica GEMs, in a N2 cabinet. 282 
 283 

The entire fabrication process-flow is depicted in Figure 4. [Place Figure 4 here] 284 

REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS: 285 
This section presents the underwater performance of silica-GEMs microfabricated using 286 

the above-mentioned protocols. The pores of these GEMs were vertically aligned, the 287 
inlet/outlet diameters were D = 100 μm, and the center-to-center distance between the pores 288 
(pitch) was L = 400 μm, the separation between the reentrant edges and the pore-wall was w = 289 
18 µm, and length of the pores was h = 300 μm (Figure 5). Due to inhomogeneities during 290 
etching steps and minor misalignment during microfabrication, the middle portion of the pores 291 
could be a bit narrower in comparison to that below the inlets and outlets of the pores. But for 292 
the experiments reported here, it does not affect the mass flux significantly. [Place Figure 5 293 
here] 294 
 295 
IMMERSING SILICA-GEMS in WATER: 296 

Silica (SiO2) surface is hydrophilic as characterized by the intrinsic contact angle of water 297 
drops on silica under saturated water vapor, 𝜃" 	≈ 40°. Thus, from Wenzel’s model, one would 298 
expect that if a silica surface is made rougher, for instance by creating pores/cavities on it, the 299 
resulting surface would be even more hydrophilic32. To test this prediction, a custom-built 300 
module was employed that could secure a test-membrane between a reservoir of dyed salty 301 
water (~ 0.6 M NaCl with food coloring) and deionized water T = 293 K and  P = 1 atm, while 302 
simultaneously logging the electrical conductivity of the deionized water reservoir into a 303 
computer to monitor pore-filling in situ (Figure 6A). Indeed, silica membranes with simple 304 
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cylindrical holes were not able to prevent the mixing of the two reservoirs – water infiltrated 305 
instantaneously as reflected by the release of dye (Movie S1). In sharp contrast, when silica-306 
GEMs were tested under the same conditions, they robustly entrapped air and held it intact for 307 
over six weeks, confirmed by electrical conductivity measurements (detection limit: ± 0.01 308 
μS/cm), after which the experiment was discontinued (Figure 6B). These findings establish that 309 
the GEMs architecture can enable even hydrophilic materials to robustly entrap air on 310 
immersion in wetting liquids. Also, the pore level scenario is presented where the low 311 
compressibility of the entrapped air and the curvature of the air-water interface prevents the 312 
liquid meniscus to further intrude into the pore (Figure 6C). [Place Figure 6 here] 313 

To gain deeper insights into the movements of the air-water interface at the inlets and 314 
outlets of silica-GEMs underwater (~ 5 mm column), confocal microscopy was utilized. It is well-315 
known that the laser used for illumination in confocal microscopy also heats the system39, 316 
which could accelerate wetting transitions. Nevertheless, the high spatial resolution can yield 317 
useful insights. For comparison, we also investigated the behavior of silica surfaces with 318 
reentrant cavities29,40. In both the scenarios, the additional heat supplied to the water reservoir 319 
above would enhance the condensation of water vapor inside the microtexture – pores or 320 
cavities. In the case of reentrant cavities, the condensation of water vapor inside the cavities 321 
displaced the entrapped air, which caused bulging of the air-water interface upwards and 322 
destabilized the system (Figures  7A, C). Under those experimental conditions, water intruded 323 
all the cavities in less than 2 hours. In contrast, silica-GEMs remained free from bulging for a 324 
much longer period, even though the rate of heating was similar. These results were 325 
rationalized on the basis of the preferential condensation of the water vapor from the laser-326 
heated reservoir on the cooler air-water interface on the other side (Figure 7B, D). However, it 327 
was not possible to measure the rate of mass transfer in this experimental configuration. [Place 328 
Figure 7 here] 329 

 330 
DIRECT CONTACT MEMBRANE DISTILLATION WITH GEMS: 331 

Having established that Si-GEMs can robustly separate two water reservoirs on either 332 
side, a static DCMD configuration was tested, i.e., where the salty feed-side (0.6 M NaCl at T = 333 
333 K) and the deionized permeate-side (T = 288 K) were static reservoirs. Even though silica-334 
GEMs prevented water intrusion, measurable fluxes were not observed. This was due to the 335 
fact that the thermal conductivity of silicon, k = 149 W-m-1-K-1,41 was orders of magnitude 336 
higher than that of typical DCMD membranes, i.e., k < 1 W-m-1-K-1 2. Thus, our experimental 337 
setup with Si-GEMs suffered from what is known as temperature polarization, wherein the hot 338 
side loses its heat to the cold side, lowering the flux31. It might be possible to reduce the 339 
thermal conductivity of silicon through nanostructuring42, for instance, to enhance its 340 
thermoelectric properties43, but those avenues were not explored. Instead, the design 341 
principles form Si-GEMs were translated to polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) sheets (𝜃" 	≈ 70° 342 
for water and k = 0.19 W-m-1-K-1)40 to create PMMA-GEMs37. Indeed, the first (proof-of-343 
concept) batch of PMMA-GEMs with a low porosity of 0.08 exhibited robust separation of feed-344 
side and permeate and yielded a flux of 1 L-m2-h-1 over a period of 90 hrs. Thus, it is possible to 345 
translate the insights drawn from the studies based on Si-GEMs to common materials towards 346 
greener, low-cost membranes for desalination.  347 

 348 
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FIGURE AND TABLE LEGENDS:  349 
 350 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of a membrane with simple cylindrical pores (A-B), and a 351 
membrane with reentrant pores (C-D). In contrast to the simple cylindrical pores, the reentrant 352 
pores sharply become broader after inlets/outlets, and it is this discontinuity (or the reentrant 353 
edges) that prevent liquids from intruding into the pores. 354 
 355 
Figure 2. A flowchart listing the key steps involved in the microfabrication protocol of silica-356 
GEMs. 357 
 358 
Figure 3. Designs of circular arrays generated using Tanner L-edit software. This design pattern 359 
was transferred onto SiO2(2 µm)/Si(300 µm)/SiO2(2 µm) wafers through photolithography. (A) 360 
shows the entire wafer, (B) and (C) shows zoomed-in views, and (D) and (E) show alignment 361 
marks used for the manual back alignment. 362 
 363 
Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the GEM microfabrication process.  364 
 365 
Figure 5. Scanning electron micrographs of silica-GEMs microfabricated by following the 366 
protocol described in this work. (A) Tilted cross-sectional view of silica-GEMs, (B) Magnified 367 
cross-sectional view of a single pore, (C) and (D) Magnified views of reentrant edges at the 368 
inlets and outlets of a pore. Figures C-D, reprinted from Ref.37, Copyright (2019), with 369 
permission from Elsevier. 370 
 371 
Figure 6. (A) Schematic of the 3D printed customized cell for testing the robustness of 372 
membranes at separating dyed salty water (~ 0.6 M NaCl with food coloring) from pure 373 
deionized water at T = 293K, P = 1 atm, while simultaneously logging the electrical conductivity 374 
of the deionized (DI) water reservoir into a computer. (B) A semi-logarithmic plot of the 375 
electrical conductivity of the DI water reservoir overtime when silica-GEMs were used to 376 
separate the two reservoirs. Remarkably, silica-GEMs robustly entrapped air in every pore, such 377 
that water could not penetrate even a single pore for over six weeks, evidenced by the 378 
electrical conductivity data. (C) Pore level schematic, showing the air-water interface at either 379 
end. Figures A-B reprinted from Ref.37, Copyright (2019), with permission from Elsevier. 380 
 381 
Figure 7. (A) Computer-enhanced 3D reconstructions of the air-water interface at inlets of 382 
silica-GEMs underwater (column height, z ≈ 5 mm and  laser power: 0.6 mW) along with the 383 
cross-sectional views along the white dotted lines (on left and right sides of the central image). 384 
Due to the heating from the laser on the topside, water vapor condensed inside the cavities, 385 
displacing the entrapped air. This caused the air-water meniscus to bulge upward and become 386 
unstable; after 1.5 hrs. most of the cavities were intruded by water. (B) Confocal micrographs 387 
for silica-GEMs under similar conditions as in (A). (C) Schematic of the bulging of the air-water 388 
meniscus in the case of reentrant cavities underwater. (D) Schematic for a pore in silica-GEMs 389 
under similar conditions: hot water vapor condenses everywhere, most notably on the cooler 390 
air-water interface on the side further from the laser. As a result of this mass transfer, there is a 391 
minimal pressure build up in the pore. 392 
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 393 
Table 1: HMDS priming process details 394 
 395 
Table 2: Parameters for spin coating recipe to obtain 1.6 µm thick layer of photoresist 396 
 397 
Table3: Parameters for SiO2/Si dry etching  398 
 399 
DISCUSSION:  400 

This work presented the design and fabrication protocol for silica-GEMs – the first-ever 401 
membranes derived from hydrophilic materials that can prevent the mixing of water reservoirs 402 
on either side for over six weeks. Microfabrication with the SiO2/Si system provides immense 403 
flexibility to create microtextures to test creative ideas. Of course, the scope of this work is 404 
limited to the proof-of-concept for GEMs, because SiO2/Si/SiO2 wafers and cleanroom 405 
microfabrication protocols are impractical for desalination membranes. It is noted that, even 406 
though the GEMs architecture can prevent the intrusion of water on immersion when the 407 
intrinsic contact angle is, for instance, 𝜃" ≥ 40°, this strategy fails if the surface is made 408 
superhydrophilic. For example, after exposure to oxygen plasma silica surfaces exhibit 𝜃" ≈ 5°, 409 
and those silica-GEMs lose the air entrapped inside the pores spontaneously as bubbles, 410 
because the liquid meniscus is no longer pinned at the liquid-solid-air interface. However, 411 
common plastics, such as polyvinyl alcohol (𝜃" ≈ 51°) and poly(ethylene terephthalate) 412 
(𝜃" ≈ 72°), should be amenable to this approach. Thus, design principles learned from Si-GEMs 413 
can be translated to realistic materials systems, for instance, by two-photon lithography44, 414 
additive manufacturing45, laser micromachining46, and CNC milling37, among others.  415 

Next, some crucial aspects of the microfabrication protocols for Si-GEMs are discussed, 416 
which require special attention/care. The manual back alignment (Step 8) of the features 417 
should be done with as much care as possible to achieve vertically-aligned pores. Offsets would 418 
result in pore-throats, and in the worst case, the misalignment could lead to only cavities on 419 
either side (no pores). Thus, it is suggested to use multi-scale alignment marks with the smallest 420 
alignment mark at least four times smaller than the pore diameter. 421 

During the etching of the silica layer with C4F8 and O2 (Step 10.1), the prior usage (or the 422 
cleanliness) of the reaction chamber could influence the etching rates, despite following the 423 
same recipe. It is because of the presence of contaminants in the reaction chamber, a common 424 
occurrence in shared user facilities, such as in universities. Thus, it is recommended that this 425 
step is performed first on a dummy wafer to ensure that the system is clean and stable. Also, it 426 
is advised to use short periods for etching, for instance, no more than 5 min while monitoring 427 
the thickness of the silica layer using, for instance, reflectometry. For example, if it takes 16 min 428 
to completely remove a 2 µm-thick SiO2 layer from a SiO2/Si wafer, then the etching process 429 
should be divided into four steps, comprising three 5 min-cycles followed by reflectometry, and 430 
one 1 min (optional) etching step, based on the result of the reflectometry. 431 

To preserve the silica reentrant features during the Bosch process that is used to etch 432 
the silicon layer (Step 10.4), it is crucial that a chromium hard mask is used. The Bosch process 433 
entails the deposition of C4F8 to ensure the anisotropic profile. However, over long etching 434 
cycles, this layer could become very thick and difficult to remove. Thus, it is recommended that 435 
the Bosch process should not be run for more than ~ 200 cycles, and it should be followed by 436 
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piranha cleaning. It was also observed that very long cycles of deep etching also reduced the 437 
thickness of the silica layer in spite of the presence of the chromium hard mask. 438 

Most dry-etching tools fail to achieve spatial uniformity in terms of etching rates. Thus, 439 
the features obtained in the center of a SiO2/Si wafer might not be the same as those at the 440 
boundary of the wafer. In the work reported here, high quality features were realized in the 441 
center of four-inch wafers and samples were periodically observed under a microscope. In case 442 
some regions have been etched more than others, the wafer should be broken into pieces that 443 
should be etched separately. 444 

This fabrication protocols can be applied to SiO2/Si wafers of any thickness, however, 445 
the higher the thickness of the layers, the more etching cycles will be needed. It is suggested to  446 
use silicon wafers of < 300 µm thickness, as long as it does not compromise the mechanical 447 
integrity of the wafer during handling and characterization. 448 
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